OIL & GAS ACCESSORIES

DRAIN PANS/CONTAINERS

- Open-top feature allows fluids to drain directly into large opening
- Molded back handle helps with carrying control and easy transport
- Over-sized lip contains fluid when pouring for fewer messes
- Made of durable high-density resin
- Made in the U.S.A.

FloTool 5 Gallon Drain Pan CPM 11845MI

- Designed to capture the full stream of oil, reducing the need to adjust pan during oil change
- Tough structure and sturdy handles on all sides allow for easy transport
- Large enough to hold up to two oil changes or 11 quarts of oil
- Made in the U.S.A.

FloTool 15 Quart Drain Container CPM 11838MI

- Designed to offer convenient portability for frequent oil changes
- Includes drain spout for emptying the drain pan
- Constructed from heavy duty black plastic

Hopkins Crude Oil Drain Pan - 58 Quart CPM 42008MI

- Deep recessed pan reduces splatter and is angled to promote easy draining
- Molded-in oil filter drain cradle allows oil to drain from filter while you perform the rest of the task
- 3 ergonomic hand grips help with easy transport
- Built-in pour spout with no-leak cap makes recycling quick and mess-free
- Made in the U.S.A.

FloTool Super Duty 24 Quart Drain Container CPM 42004MI

- Stores upright or flat without leaking
- Integrated handle and grip for easy carrying and handling
- Extended design captures the full stream of oil, eliminates messes
- High capacity for multiple changes and large equipment
- Leak proof design for secure disposal

FloTool 16 Quart Super Duty Drain Container CPM 42003VMI

- Stores upright or flat without leaking
- Integrated corner hand grips for easy carrying and handling
- Extended design captures the full stream of oil, eliminates messes
- High capacity for multiple changes
- Leak proof design for secure disposal

FloTool 10 Quart Super Duty Drain Container CPM 42001MI

- A transport container for customers with open top drains
- Has an 12 quart (3-gallon) capacity for multiple oil changes
- Resistant to chemicals and solvents
- Made in the U.S.A.

FloTool Dispos-Oil Recycle Jug CPM 11849MI

- Built-in hand grips make for ease in carrying and pouring when recycling
- Plug-saver screen to retrieve drain plug
- Made of durable high-density resin
- Made in the U.S.A.
**Oil & Gas Accessories**

**FloTool Galvanized Drip Tray**
- Great work surface for messy jobs
- Aids in keeping oil and fluids from dripping onto your garage, shop floor or driveway
- Made of galvanized steel
- Made in the U.S.A.

**OIL & GAS ACCESSORIES**

**Fluid Vacs**
- FloTool Large LiquiVac Fluid Extractor System
  - 40 pump strokes create a powerful vacuum
  - No electricity needed
  - 8 quart capacity
  - Made with high density polypropylene
  - Steel pump with leather pistons

**FloTool Giant QuickFill Funnel**
- Designed to hold large volume bottles
- Built-in splash guard protects against fuel spills
- Filter screen included
- Ideal for large jobs

**FloTool Super QuickFill Funnel**
- Designed to prevent fuel spills on the vehicle
- Features extra wide neck, allowing high velocity pouring
- Consists of tapered neck to accommodate various sizes of oil filter

** FloTool Multi-Purpose Funnel**
- The large size is great for high volume bottles and for getting into those hard to reach areas.
- Basic funnel with extended reach for multi-purpose applications
- Made of durable high-density resin
- Rust and dent proof
- Made in the U.S.A.

**FloTool Heavy-Duty 1-Pint Funnel**
- Pour fuel and other liquids easily
- No mess or wasteful spilling
- Made of durable high-density resin
- Rust and dent proof
- Made in the U.S.A.

**FloTool Radiator Funnel**
- On/off adjustable flow spout
- Reduced tip for transmission filler tubes
- Fits quart or gallon containers

**FloTool Transmission Fluid/Gear Oil Spout**
- Extendable, flexible spout
- Dual threading fits most quart and gallon containers

**FloTool Super Flexi-Spout**
- Locks in most radiators
- No-mess splash guard
- Wide opening for quick pouring

**FloTool Heavy-Duty Funnel Trio**
- The 6” wide funnel has a 1 pint capacity and convenient tab for hanging
- Features an 18” removable hose

**FloTool Heavy-Duty Plastic Transmission Funnel**
- On/off adjustable flow spout
- Reduced tip for transmission filler tubes
- Fits quart or gallon containers

**FloTool Super Flexi-Spout**
- Extendable, flexible spout
- Dual threading fits most quart and gallon containers

**Hopkins Locking Oil Funnel**
- Long neck
- Red Plastic
### FloTool Measu-Funnel CPE 10704
- On/off spout with tube and cap
- Easy grip handle for premixing
- Measures and pours

### FloTool Flex Funnel CPM 05060MI
- Ideal for hard to reach applications
- Distinct hand holds for a better grip
- Detachable flexible spout
- Extra wide neck for high speed pouring
- No-mess splash guard design

### FloTool Measu-Funnel CPE 10704
- Measures and pours

### FloTool Flex Funnel CPM 05060MI
- Ideal for hard to reach applications
- Distinct hand holds for a better grip
- Detachable flexible spout
- Extra wide neck for high speed pouring
- No-mess splash guard design

### Briggs & Stratton 5 Gallon Diesel Can TPG 85056
- Meets EPA & CARB regulations
- Spout is self venting, will not release emissions
- Easy tank access with longer spout
- Dust cap keeps debris, dust & dirt out of can
- Child resistant cap and nozzle add another layer of safety

### Briggs & Stratton 5 Gallon Kerosene Can TPG 85059
- Meets EPA & CARB regulations
- Spout is self venting, will not release emissions
- Easy tank access with longer spout
- Dust cap keeps debris, dust & dirt out of can
- Child resistant cap and nozzle add another layer of safety

### Briggs & Stratton Self Venting Smart Fill Nozzle System TPG 85040
- For Midwest non-vented cans #1200, 2300, 2600, 5600, 5800, 6600, 7600

### Midwest Can Replacement Gas Can Spout CPM 4230
- These cans meet OSHA requirements and are UL listed.
- Type I safety cans are for the safe carrying and storing of gasoline and flammable liquids.
- Made of galvanized steel.
- The flame arrestor cools the air entering the can and keeps the internal vapors below the flash point.
- UL, ULC, and FM approved.

### Eagle Manufacturing Poly Funnel for Type I Safety Can CPE 36035
- These cans meet OSHA requirements and are UL listed.
- Type I safety cans are for the safe carrying and storing of gasoline and flammable liquids.
- Made of galvanized steel.
- The flame arrestor cools the air entering the can and keeps the internal vapors below the flash point.
- UL, ULC, and FM approved.

### Eagle Manufacturing Type I Metal Safety Can, 5 Gallon CPE 36020
- These cans meet OSHA requirements and are UL listed.
- Type I safety cans are for the safe carrying and storing of gasoline and flammable liquids.
- Made of galvanized steel.
- The flame arrestor cools the air entering the can and keeps the internal vapors below the flash point.
- UL, ULC, and FM approved.

### Eagle Manufacturing Type I Metal Safety Can, 2 Gallon CPE 36019
- These cans meet OSHA requirements and are UL listed.
- Type I safety cans are for the safe carrying and storing of gasoline and flammable liquids.
- Made of galvanized steel.
- The flame arrestor cools the air entering the can and keeps the internal vapors below the flash point.
- UL, ULC, and FM approved.

### Eagle Manufacturing Type I Metal Safety Can, 1 Gallon CPE 36018
- These cans meet OSHA requirements and are UL listed.
- Type I safety cans are for the safe carrying and storing of gasoline and flammable liquids.
- Made of galvanized steel.
- The flame arrestor cools the air entering the can and keeps the internal vapors below the flash point.
- UL, ULC, and FM approved.

---

**Disclaimer:** Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.